
With a solid and recognized presence on the Portuguese market for more than 30 years, at

Accenture we take advantage of our privileged location to establish a highly specialized technology

center with well-established infrastructures, operating from 2 of the most cosmopolitan Portuguese

cities - Lisbon and Braga-, and accessible to most major locations in Europe within a 3-hour flight.

The Portugal Advanced Technology Center provides access to the most specialized talent and

extensive knowledge of various industries, designed to inspire organizations to embrace change.

Offering highly professional technology services since 2014 to clients spread throughout the 5

continents and 30 different countries, our team of more than +1000 professionals coming from the

most prestigious Portuguese universities is leveraging the industry expertise from Accenture

Portugal in all business areas.

We bring state of the art developing methodologies with a liquid workforce continuously delivering

the best value and learning from the best practices in the world. At Accenture Portugal Advanced

Technology Center, we support our operation with a wide technological expertise, that allows us to

address company's business needs with an end-to-end approach.

We work on a diverse range of technologies to assure you a strong competitive advantage being

best known for field force management, Software as a Service human capital management, tolling,

utilities, banking, new SAP, low code and Google. The services provided by the Portugal Advanced

Technology Center ensure you the best innovation, quality and budget compromise, so you can

keep up and leverage all opportunities granted by the new digital economy within the timing that truly

serves your business.

From Portugal to the world, we help our clients to transform and reinvent their businesses, by

delivering on the promise of technology and human ingenuity. Because at Accenture, there is no

finish line for innovation.

Welcome to the future.
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